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Some problems 
cotidered. 
to the prodUCt of two or more WOlXi!j in a free monoid aire 
~UUC+~IW words are of great interest in Merent fields such as algebra 
(Bumside problem for groups and semigroups), ergodic theory, games, etc. (cf. [l, 
2,3D. The first basic proposition on the combinatorics of square-free words, due 
t0 Thue (1912), St&es that opt an alphakt with three Zetters, there xist square-free 
words of wtbounded feng?h (or, equiwakntly, infinite square-free words). A usual 
method of constructing them is given by the iteration of suitable morphisms (i.e. 
squaw-free morphisms or weakly square-free morphisms). 
In this paper we consider the more elementary problem, o~sviously related to 
the previous one, of characterizing when the product of two or more square-free 
words is itself square free. This is also equivalent to studying the solutions of 
suitable equations in the free monoid A* over a Unite alphabet. 
In section 2 we consider first the simple case of the product cl two square-free 
words u and o and then the product of three words, u, u and w such that ut, and 
VW are square free. The results that we obtain (cf. Proposition 1 and Theorem 1) 
show the importance in this analysis of a relation in GIN iree monoid A* that we 
denote by Cof. Two words u and u are in the relation Cof if there exists a word x 
such that u = xvx or u = xux. Theorem 1 shows that if u, t, and w are words of A’ 
such that uv and tx4 are square ffee, then the product uvw is square free if and only 
if there does not exist a nontriuial pmfh p of w and a nmtiuial sujJix s of u 24ch 
that ps Cof ti. 
In Section 3 corollaries of Theorem 1 of some interest are derived by msking 
suitable additional hypotheses on rhe words u, v and w. 
In Section 4 we consider the problem of counting the squares which can be 
*The main resuIts of this paper have been present& at the muting “Informatique dgebrique”, 
Luminy (MmigIia), 25-29 April 1983. 
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procbcecl in making the product of square-free words. It is shown (cf. Proposition 
4) that the number of squwes in the product firlo square-free words and 21 
&en by cundinali~~ of thgl set of all pairs (p, s), wke? p is a nonniuial prefix of _, 
d s a twmttiyw:p,@ of 5 wh +qt p qf p Mcwqv~.we @p-w kf- Pmpi~on 5;), by ;cabg .& i&G?&.& &&s&i ‘,&uaht;ms & &G f-& monur;‘d, aat for 
my nmtiicrl sujpx s of u [F3zqp. prefix p of u] fbe @xisfs at most one nonhioial 
pm@ p &o [T. su@x s o@J sr6@1 f&f, p Cof 8. A corollaxy of this pkoppsition is 
that ihe ridiw C;f squu& in the pm-i&i ito is upyerlin&Mi by ,tk minimum value 
of the lengths of u and v. A further result concetniag the number of squares in the 
product, of three words u, v and w, such that uv (and VW are square free, is also 
reported. 
In the last se&on we consider the product of more than three square-free 
words *when the words considered satisfy some suitable conditions which ahow us 
to t&ii the results obtained in the ease of the product of three words. These 
conditions are expressed by making use of the notion of super-factor code. A code 
X over a given alphabet is supetiactor if it is a factor code (i.e. no word is a factor 
of another word), there are no overlaps between two different words of X and, 
idly, no word x of X is the product of a rrontrivial prefk and a nontrivial sufhx 
of two other words d&rent from M The main result of this section can be state48 
asfoUMkrs(Cf.TheOrem2):tet~beamorrphismdi:B’-,A’,whereAandBare 
finite! &&&et& St& hf +(B) is a Si@f&Ct4W.CiX& Xf w is 4 sq#rre-fnea word ouet 
B cuui crlll the fix- Mien& 3 of b(w) u-m2 >pquiye free then t#i(w) is squczm free. 
Fmm this theorem we derive s&v coroUaries. The first is a w&-known result 
of Thue wbkh states that Q sqw-free m@aism 4 :B’ + A+ which is 3-square 
free ortd su& &at &Z3) is a &ctor CU& is squate free. The second corollary gives a 
condition under which a morphism 4 : A+ +A+isweaklysquarefree.Fromthis 
result we obtain as a par&ular ease a recent characterizatioo of weakly square- 
f&e morphisms on an alphabet with 3 letten due to Crochemore (cf. [SD. 
‘!.I* A be a En&e nonempty set, or aipw and A* the ftee nwnoid over A. 
The ekxne+.s of A are ealkd &em and those of A* wwds. In the following 1 will 
denote the nemtl element of A*, or enzpty WG& and A+= A*\(l) the free 
m&oup over A. For any ward w, \wl will denote its latgth. 
A word WEA” ~~~~tains a square if there exist words h, kA*, OE A+ such 
that w = ht& = hv2k. A word which does nofi contain squares is called s~qzuue fnee. 
rn the follotig we shall der~ote by &(A), or si01pIy & when no confusion arises, 
the set of all square-,free words over A $t is wall known (Thue, 1912, cf. [9,33) 
that if Card(A)>2 then &(A) A’& ‘k&&e set. 
~tAandBbe~finitealphabetsandd,nIPlorphismcP:A+-,B+.Wesay 
that 4 i! square JIee on the set k A” if for any x E X 4(x) E I&B). &et k be a 
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positive integer. The morphism + is k-square free if 4 is square free on the set 
L2(A)nAck1 where Ack1=AUA2U= l l U A! The morphism 4 is called square 
free if it is k-square free for all k 2 1. A recent characterization of square-free 
morphisms has been given by Crochemore (cf. [4& 
We say that a word w E A * is a cofactor of a word u E A *, and we write v cof u, 
if there exists x E A* such that u = xxx If x # 1 we say that v is a proper cofactor 
of u. In the following we shall denote by Cof the symmetric relation Cof = 
cof u (cof)? Ir”r any u EA*, cof(u) [req. Cof(u)] will denote the set of all 
t) E A* such that v cof u [resp. v Cof u]. 
We say that a word u E A* is a contraction of a word v E A* if the-e exist words 
h, w, k E A* such that v = hwk and u = hk. If u is a contraction of v we shah write 
u contr o. We shall also denote by Contr the relation contr U (contr)? 
For any word u E A’ we shall denote by Pu [resp. SJ the set of all nontrivial 
(i.e. # 1) left-divisors, or pre@es [resp. right-divisors, or suffixes] of u. Further we 
set PU = P,\(u) [resp. S: = Z& \{u)]. 
A word w E A’ is bordered if there exists u E A+ such that w E uA* u. A word 
which is not bordered is called u&ordered. 
L~IIRDUB 1. Let w E A+ be a square-free word. Then w is unbordered if and only if 
P;ns:=fk 
Proof. If w is bordered there exists u E A’ such that w = uvu, v E A*. Thus 
Pin S& # 8. Let us now suppose that Pkr\S& # 8. This implies that there exists 
x E P: n SL such that w = xk = hx, h, k E A+. From a classical result of Lyndon 
and Schiitzenberger (cf. [6]) it follows that: 
h =a& k=@a, x = (ap)‘a, r 30, w = (a/3)‘+-‘a. 
Since w E L2 one has I = 0 and w = apa = x0x so that w is bordered. 0 
2. Products of square-free words 
R~poskion 1. Let u, v E L*(A). One has that uvg! L,(A) if and only if there exists 
(p, s) E PU XS, such that p Cof s. 
Proof. Let us suppose that uv = hhhk, h, k E A*, A E A’. Since u, v E L,(A) one 
has I+-lhl and Ivl>lkl. We have to consider two cases: (ij ]hhlalul, (ii) 
\~\+I- 
In the first case hA = up’, p’ E A* so that v = p’Ak. Moreover since lu I > 1 h I one 
has u = k+, s E &,. Thus A = sp’ and v = p’hk = p’sp’k. Let us set p =I p’sp’ E P,,. One 
has that scof p. Let us now suppose [hhI<lul. One has that M = h.W, s’EA* and 
S’V = Ak. Since Iv\ > lkl it follows v = pk, p E Pu aud s’p = A. Thus u = hs’ps’. If we 
set s = s’ps’ E Z& one gets p cof s. 
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Let US, con’versely, suppose that there exists (p, S)E PU xS, such that p Cof s, We 
~~coMk&:the cawp+mfsi i;e, s=xpx, HA*. $iuce’u=ks, v+*pk, h; kEA*, 
omqets -j - + 8 
‘BYkwm 1, Let zt, v, &A+ be‘bucfi that uq’vw~Z+ &e has that uvw&L2 if 
td orb if ~~bOWJ&#0~ _’ . . 
Pmaf. @) Fmm.&&n 1, siuce uu, w E&, one has uvw&& if md only if 
there exisfs S’E &, and p’~ P,q& that p Cof s’. Since VW E & one has that s’ = SD 
with 86 S&. We ha~e%ben consider& two cw: (i) p cof so, (ii) si) cof p. 
In case (i) cae has 
St] =xpq X&A”. 
1l!s!~l-l!one(~writes=~hEA*sothathv=pxandhv~=~i.e.vcofps. 
If lsl+~lxl one .has x = sA, h E A*, so that v = ApsA, i.e. ps cof v. ‘Iikus iu case (i) 
cof(v) n Pg$ yq. 
Let us now con&ief case 
i.e. v mf ps. 
(49 Let us uow supw- 
P,X,rU su& &at either 
v=xpsx, XEA*, 
OT 
ps=mx, XEA*. 
(ii). One has that p = mx, .x E A*, so that ps = .mws, 
that Cof(v) n P,S, #@, i.e. there exists rh pair (p, 8) E 
In the first case since w=ph~, u=ks, h, keA*, one has 
wow = ksxpsxph = k{sxp)2h# &. 
In the second case one has to consider the follotirng three subcases: 
(1) IPL ISI 44, 
m IPI44 I++l, 
(3) lPl4Xl9 lsl>lxl. 
p=xy, s+,. v=yy’, y, jk A+. 
Morrow w=ph u=k:r; h, &$*. Hence 
uvw = ksyy’ph == ky’xyy’xyh = k(y’xyj2h+ &- 
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Case 2. One has p=xk, x=hs, kEA+, hEA*. ‘ibus since w=py, u=y’s, y, 
y%A*, one derives k = vh and 
w = py = xky = hsvhy and uvw = y’svhsvhy = y’(svh)*y$ L2. 
tie 3. In a symmetric way one has 
x=ph, s=kx, keA+, heA* 
and k = hv. If w = py, u = y’s, y, y’~ A*, one derives: u = y’huph and 
uvw = y'(hvp)*y $ L2. Cl 
Pr~poMon 2. Let u, v, w E A+. One has that 
if and only if there exists (p, s) E I?,,, x!$, such that one of the following conditions is 
verified: 
(i) ps=xux, WEA*, lpi+& lsl>~xl, 
(ii) vp cof s, 
(iii) sv cof p. 
Pmof. Let us suppme that ps = mx, x E A”. If IpI, IsI > 1x1 then condition (i) is 
verified. If 1x1 +I then x = ph, h E A* and s = hvph so that -‘p cof s. If 1x13 IsI 
then x=hs, hEA* and p=hsvh so that svcofp. 
Conversely condition (i) obviously implies (1). If up cof s then s = huph, h E A * 
and ps = phvph so that v cof ps. In a similar way it follows that (iii) implies (1). El 
RopoHon 3. Let u, ‘L’ E A+ be such that uv, vu E Lz. One has that there exists a 
pair (p, s) E PU X& such that up cof s or sv cof p if and only if u = A~L, A, p E: A”, 
and A Cbntr p. 
Rmf. Let us supme that there exists (p, s) E PU xS, sush that 
vp cof s, i.e. s = hvph, h E A*. 
Since u = (YS, cu. E A*, one has u = ahvph. If lpl a lcrl one can write p = aza, CT E A*, 
and u=cwhwr~h with crhzontrarah. If l+lpI one has au=pq UEA*~ and 
u = puhvph and ph contr pub. 
Conversely let us suppose that u = i+vp with A Contr p. If A mntr + then one 
has A = hh’, p = hcrh’, h, h’, u E A*, md u = hh”vhah’. TINIS h’u cof p where 
p = hh’vh. Now h’E &. In fact if h’ = 1 then u = hoha and v cof p. This would 
imply vu# L:! which has been excluded. In a six&Iar way if p contr A then p = hh’, 
A = hu-h’, a~ A* and u = hah’vhh’. Thus ah (cof s where s = h’vhh’. Now h # 1; 
otherwise s = h’vh’, v cof s and uvg L2. U 
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w l._ tit+, vp w E A-+ be such that uv, 11w E &. lf u is neither a factor of u 
norafactobofwaJlldP~nS:=~ then 
uvw# & if and only if cof(v) nPWk j&O. 
uvwpl& if and only if v E P,$. 
Pmof. From Theorem 1 one has wwy!L2 if and only if &f(u) n P,& f$!. Sin= o 
is neither a factor of u nor of w, cond$iqq (ii) qnd (iii) of Prcpsition 2 cannot be 
verifiRd so that: cofW’(v)nPW&#Q if and only if ps=xux, WEA*, PEP,, SE&; 
IpI, fsl>Ixl. E xf 1 then PLW:#@. Hence x= 1 and ps=u. Thus in any case 
WW$& if and only ti, cof(~) nP*&f$. If one adds the condition that tr is 
wnbordered then ZI E P,&,. The linverse implications are trivial. El 
corolllrrp 2 Let u, UEA+ be such that uv, vu E L2. One has that uvu# L2 if and 
only if OJW of the fbllowing conditions i  verified: 
(0 oofwww0, 
(ii) there xist (p, S)E PUx&, x E A* such that ps = XIX, IpI, IsI > 1x1, 
(i$ rc=pvs andpC0ntrs. 
Ifvisnotafactorofuanduisunborderedthen 
uw f! & if and only if cof(u) nP,g #fiL 
In particular if u and il are unborde~ed and of the same length then uvuEL~. 
Roof. The first statement is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1 and Proposi- 
tlL_*c 3. and 3. If tl is not a factor of u and u is unbordeti then from arollary 1 
one has uw f I& if and only if cof(tr) n P,& #@ Moreaver if v is u&ordered from 
Corollary 1, uuu$ Lz if and only if t) E P&. If u ant;! o have the same length the 
mndiin v E PUS, implies u = D which has been excluded so that uz)u E I+ 0 
B 3. Let U, 1) 2~ unbordered words of A’ such that uv, vu E Lz. If u = pm. 
p, s E A’, implies p CeRKs then 
wu E & if and only if 0 E PUG. 
Ilnpof, Bj lqptk&s kdition (iii) of Corollary 2 cannot be satisfied. Moreover 
since u 3s u&ordered also condition (ii) is not verifkd. Thus one has 
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Since v is u&ordered it follows x = 1 and uvu$ L2 if and only if v E P&. Cl 
Example 1. Let A =(a, b, c} and X =(x1, x2, x3} where x, = &cab, x2 = a~abcb 
and x3 = acbcacb. 
we show that ti the products x&xk, i, j, k E (1,2,3), i f j, j # k, ;are square free 
by using previous propositions and corollaries. We set 8 = Ps (resp. Si = S,), i = 1, 
2,3. First of all we observe that no word x E X is a factor of y E X, x # y, and that, 
as one easily verifjes (cf. Proposition l), 43 E L2, if j. We shah prove that 
Cof(x,) nP,& =p). Inded one has that cof(x2) = {xz), cof(x,) =(x1, c) and cof(x3) = 
(x3, c). Moreover one can easily check that 3 6 Pk& so that cof(%) n PkSi =(d. Since 
if i # k, Pk l7Si = (4 it follows, from Corollary 1, that qxjxk E L2. 
Let US then suppose i = k and pi% = Ax+, A E A+, ]Pi 1, lsi I> IA 1. If i = 2 since x2 is 
u&ordered, the preceding equation grves rise to a contradiction. If i = 1 (resp. 
i = 3) then the only possibility is A = ab (resp. A = acb). However abxpb& PI&, 
j = 2, 3 (resp. acbx+zcb$ P3S3, j = 1,2). The set X due originally to Thue [9], ha 
been more recently reconsidered by Pleasants [7] in order to construct a square- 
free endomorphism of A*. 
Example 2. Let A = {a, 6, c} and u = abacbca, o = bc. One has that uv, vu E L2. 
However 
UDU = abac(bca)2bacbca =abacb(cab)2acbca& L2. 
In this case uvu E PU&,. Moreover u =abacva and IX contr abac. 
IMmple 3. Let A = {a, 6, c, d}, u = abacbcdbacabudcb and t’ = cdbuc. One has 
that uv, vu E L2,, However uvu& L2_ In fact u = abacb v abadcb and 
abacb mntr abadcb. 
lhample4. Let A=(a,b,c), u=caba andv = cb. One has that uv, vu E L2. Since 
u ad v are wbordered, v is not a factor of u and v& PU&, one has (cf. Corollary 
2) uvu E La. Let us set x = uvu = cabacbcaba and w = cab&a. One easily verifies 
that xw and wx are square free since no prefix, # 1, of w is a cofactor of a suffix of 
x and no prefix, # 1, of x is a cofactor of a suflix of w (cf. Proposition 1). 
Let US now show that xwx E L2. Since w is not a factor of x and, moreover, w is 
u&ordered one has that xwxp L2 if and only if there exists (p, s) E P’ xS, and 
z E A* such that ps = zwz; IpI, Is] >lz] (cf. Corollary 2). The only possible values 
for 2 are :: = 1 and z = cuba. However ore can easily check that w and cabnwcabo 
do not belong to P,S,, so that xix E L2. 
In a similar way it is easy to show that the word y = (bax)(cubc)(bax) EL, and 
that the word ycab E I& The construction of the word y has been done in such a 
way that yh$ L2 for all lhl~=4. Following Restivo and Salemi [S] we say that the 
square-tiee word y has a depth (on the right) equal to 3. 
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For ;yy w eAA+ we denote by Square(w) the set of all distinc$ factorizations 
w=&AAu; u, DEA*, LEA+. One has 
Ssuare(w)=~~u,A)~A*xA.+(w~~~A*). 
A word w E A+’ is sqw &Se & and only ‘if Square(w) = 8. In the followmg we 
&enote by Sq(w) the car’diaailitity of the’ sii’%irr,(w), ‘i.e. M(w) = ISqu.are(w)l. 
LetwEA+,(yA)E~~(~)~dfEA”ifactorofw,i.e.w=hfk;h.&EA*. 
We ky that the square (u, A) iscentered &esp,j~~perly centered) on f if there exist 
fi, f& A* (r&p. fi, f2e A’) such that’ fk ff2 &l uA = I&. . 
For any pair (h i) of’Words of A+ we denote by .Q,,, the set 
l!mpaMm 4, Let u, VE A’. 0~ has tkut Sq(uu) = la,,,/. 
P’roof. We have seer, (cf. Proposition 1) that if u, o E& then uu#& if and only if 
QsU# 0. Moreover the proof of Proposition 1 shows that to each square (k, A) E 
Square(u0) one pan associate a unique pair (p, s) E Q,,” and, conversely, to any 
pair (p, S)E Q*V a unique element in Square(tcu). 
More precisely let (h, A)E Square(uu). As we have seen in the proof of 
Proposition 1, if IMl~lul then s = !a”~ and p = u”(kA)s~-~(U) = u-‘(U2). If 
IkAl clu\ then p = uk-l and s = (Ak)~?p(hk)~-~ = (A2k)u-‘. 
Conversely let us suppose that (p, s) E Qyv. If p cof s, i.e. s = xpx, x E A*, where 
x is uniquely determined. One can write V= pk, u = ks, Ia, k EA* and uz) = 
h(xp)2k. Hence to the pair (p, s) corresponds the square (us-l, xp) centered on u. 
In a similar way if s cof p, i.e. p =xsx, x EA*, then ut) = h(sx)2k SQ that to the 
pair (p, s) coyTesponnds the square (r&, sx) centered on 2). 
Let us denote by fi:Square(ua) + Qho and f2: Qlsu + Square(uu) the two 
preceding maps. One easily ver;ifes that fJ2 is the identity map on Square(uu) 
ti that f2fi is the identity map on Q_*. Thus fi and f2 are mutually inverse one- 
t-a& appin@ of Square(uu) upon Q%,, and of Qlsu upon Square(uu), 
respe&vely. 0 
Ream& L One can easily show that if u, u+L2 then the cardinality of the set 
{(p, S)E P,X& 1 p cof s) gives the number of square% in ZJ~ centered on u and that 
the cardmality of t’ir.e set {(p, S)E PuX& 1 s cof p] give Ithe number of squares in uv 
centered on v. 
l%pWm 5. Let ,&-a El+ For any s Et& (reap. p E PJ there mists at most one 
elemm+ 3 E P, (resp. s 0: su> such ttit s Cof p. 
. I et us suppose that uz$ I& otherwise the result is trivially true. Let s E & 
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and suppose that there exist p, ;$ E PLI, p # p’, such that s Cof p and s Cof pp. We 
have to consider the following flour cases: 
(1) scofp, scofp’ 
(2) p cof s, p’ cof s, 
(3) p cof s, s cof p’ 
(4) scofp, p’cofs. 
Case 1. Let p, p% PU, pfp’, be such that 
p=xsx, p’=ysy, x, y E A*. 
Let US suppose lp’l> IpI, i.e. p’ = pA, A E A+. We have then 
ysy = XSXA. 
Since Iyl>lxl we can set y=ti, SEA’, so that 
&x6 = sxh, 
with [Ai= 2 ISI. H ence we can write A = 6’6 with 16’1 = IS( and 
&TX = sxa. 
From this equation one has 
is=@, S’=@ol, sx = (apya, r 23 0, cisx = (ap)r+la. 
Since t&xc& then t-0 so that 
ysy = x&xis = Jizq3cY2@. 
Since ysy E L2 the only possibility is cy = 1. Howel.fer in this case ysy = x/3’+ L2 
which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Let us now suppose that there ers;ist p, p’ E PU, p #p’, such that 
s = xpx = yp’y, x, y E A*. 
\ 
If IpI <Ip’I then p’= ph, A E A”, so that Ixl>lyl. One has then 
s = xpx = yphy. 
’ Let us fkt suppose that IxlSlypl. This bnplies that there exist p1 p+ A*, pr # 1, 
such that p = plp2 and x = ypl. Hence s = xpx = ypIpIp2ypl $ L2 which is a con- 
tradiction. Let us then suppose 1x1~ IypI, i.e. x = yp8, 6 E A*. One has then 
If ISl~lyl one has 6 =8’y, SkA*, and 
~‘YPYPS’ = A 4 L2 
which is a contradiction. 
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Let uslhen suppose lt8l<lyf:, Le. y=6%, SkA+. Onehas x=yp&=iYgpg and 
%p=&‘8p6p=a’(8p)2p~ which is a colltra&cticin. * ’ 
, Case 3. Let us supp0se that Gere e%ist p, p’ E P;1, p + p’ @,& &at . 
s=JJp& P"YSy, x,y~A*. 
One has then 
p’= y%pxy. 
Moreover sine lp’l~ lpi we can write 
p’=yxpxy=p, A%~+. 
Since ()31=2lxyI one has A=rSxy with &A* and I8l=lxyl so that 
This ecplation implies 
yx=a& S=@a, p = (a@)‘ar, r B 0, p6 = (a@r”a. 
Since p&z& then r=O and p=a, @=a@. From the tit equation yx=ap if 
iy/*ia[ one has ~=a&, x=p2, &, &EA*. Thus p’=yxp~~=a&#32~&~& = 
a&(&a)2&. Since p’~& then &a = 1. This implies p’= a@f and then & = 1. 
Hence yx = xy = 1 =d p = p’ which is a contradiction. If Ial >-\yl then there exist 
al, a+A” such that y = a1 and x = a2#L ‘l&s 
Ske p’& then ali=l, al=a and p’ = a&$a$ & which is a ~r&dkti~n. 
Clue 4. LeO us suppose that there exist p, p’ E P,, p # p’ such that 
p = xsx, s = yp’y, x, YEA*. 
This case is identkal to Case 3. 
L 2 “erfect symmetric way one shows that for any p E P, there exists at most 
one elemem z& such that sCofp. 0 
M We have seen (cf. Proposition 41 that Sq(z4w)= lC?J= 
lk P)E S, x&, I s Cof p)i* From the preceding Preposition 5 one derives that 
&,I~kl ad lQYDle(PJ. S mce l&l = lul and IP,I= lul the result follows. Cl 
Een@r 2, A consequence of the previous corollary is the following particular 
result due 60 Restive and Salemi [S]: If u E& and ~a! EA then 06Sq(zuz) s 1. 
3 Let u, v, w E A+ be such that rro, aw E C2. We def!ine the folbwmg 
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subsets of P, x&: 
Qp((p,s)~PpS, )3x~A*: t,=xpsx or ps=xux; jpl, Isl>lxI}, 
Q~=~(p,dd%x% Isucofp), Q2 = HP, d E RPSU I UP mf 4. 
Oae ~8n edy prove that IQ01 is the number of squares centered on u, 1 aI! is ahe 
number of squares centered on w and IQ21 the number of squares centered on w. 
In the previous sections we have found a condition which gives a characteriza- 
tian of when the product of two square-free words of A+ is square free (cf. 
Proposition 1). Moreover Theorem 1 and subsequent propositions give conditions 
under which the product uz)w of three square-free words, such that uu and 
i)w E&, is square free. The case of the product of three words is of a particular 
importance since, as shown by Theorem 2, it allows us to deal with the product of 
more than three words at least when the considered words satisfy some suitable 
conditions. In order to express these conditions we give the following definition: 
De&itk 1. Let X be a code over the alphabet A. We say that X is a supe#kctor 
code if it satisfies the following three requirements: 
(1) X is a factor&e, i.e. if x, yEX and x is a factor of y then x=y; 
(2) If x, ye:X and P,n&#fl then x = y. In other terms there is no overlap 
between two distinct words of X; 
(3) If x, y, ZEX and xzP,S, then x=y or x=z. 
The following Theorem 2 can be considered as a more general version of a 
theorem of Thue (cf. Corollary 5) concerning square-free morphism6 _ 
flhe~rer 2. Let x be a su&ktor code ot~~t A and 4 : B’ -=+ A’ a nlonc. morphism 
Such thal 4(B) = X. Let II 23 and w = bl . . . b,, bi E B (i = 1, . . . , n), a squaw-free 
Word over B. If for each iE[l,n-22), 4(&bi+lbir2) is square free then C#J(W) is 
square free. 
hf. Let n33 and ~=6~...b,,, biEB (i=l,...,n) asquare-free wordover 
the alphabet B. We sh; 11 denote (b(bi) by q (i = 1, . . . , n 1. Let US suppose that 
NW) = XIX2 . . . x, = uhhu, u,EA*, Ac.4’. 
There exist then an integer i, 1% -Z i 6 n, and xi, X:E A* such that 
Xl.. . .x&1x: = UA, x’!v. t*'%+l l - - &=AV, x:x: = 4. 
Let US fkst suppose that i = 1. One has then xi = ti, x:x2 . . . x,, = Av. If IAl elX!Xal 
k +p . . . x, = q,,;r.fu. ’ 
Bf IklSlxc_il then a$..; is a factor of & *d then of 4. This implies, since X is a 
f&&or code, q_l = q’+kj& +lq ‘oo&ins a square which is absurd. et us then 
sup l&l <Ix& Hbn,& jc;+ =]’ kh, he A'. From the nonoverlapping property : ’ 
of X it follows x, +=g and then again G Gontradiction. 
C+ 2. ISI 3 1x3. We can write for a suitable r E [1, n - i]: 
8 = XT%+, l l l Xi+r--lG+n xS+I&A”, 
x:+,xX, = *+, xlf+, E A +, 0 
G+r%+r+* . . . x, = a&_&. 
l.f ~A+.~~~ x +,l then r<n -- i and q_l = x~+&, h E A+. From the nonoverlapping 
w~pty of x one has q-1 = q+P Moreover 
J&,+1 - ’ l x, = hx,,v. 
v h is 8 prefk of Xi+,+1 then ;~ti+=q+~+~ P= that q+rq+r+l &L2 which is a 
conxraC +k3n. If fr = q+,,,k, .kE A*, then q+r+l is a factor% of qwl. This implies 
~again~_,= XI+,+I. H=sx+ I~(+AA,+I m&ins a sq~~e which is absurd. 
L% US then suppose I&l ~+-~l. One has then x7+,%= X&I, h e A*, so that 
xi-1 k z factor of x,+,. This implies q-1 =x,+* and then x’,,, = h = 1, xy,, = a+_l. 
We 433 &en rewrite (2) as follows: 
s = x;q,l . * . &+,-I, Xi+r=.3--l, Xi+rt1 . ..x.=x:v. (3) 
From p&e equation 
Xl . . . x;,,x:= iA 
we deriw 
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and 
Xl ..*Jl&2=z4x';:xI+l...~+,_1 (4) 
Since X is a factor code, and then a sufiix code, it follows that, besides the 
equation *_.:l = ~l+~ (cf. Eq. (3)), one has 
X1-2=Xi+r-1, x&3=~+r_2,...,q_r=~+l. (5) 
From the preceding Eq. (4) it follows that I- 1 <i - 2, Le. i - r~ 1. If i -r = 1 
then i-2=r-1 so that x7=1, x:=x,, and 
Xi+r+* . . . x, = x:u = qu. 
Hen- x~+~+I = &. By Eqs. (3)2 and (5) one then has 
%-xi+19 "'Ji-1=Xi-+nXi=Xi+,+1. 
'IUS h@kS that W contains the square (b, . . . bi)(bi+l . . I bi+,+l)=(bl . . . bi)2 
which is absurd. Let us then suppose i - r > 1. From Eq. (4) we have 
Xl . ..x&._l=ux~. (6) 
If xl= 1 then xi = 4 so that Eq. (3)3 becomes 
Xi+r+1 . ..x.=xgI. 
Thus ~i+~+~ =q. By Ei_ss. (3)2 and (5) it follows that the *word w contains the 
SqUW (bi-, l l l h)(b;+l l l l bi.+r+l) =(bi-r l e l bi)2 which is a contradiction. In a 
similar way if x;’ = 1 then xy = nc, and from Eq. (6), ~--r--l = 4 which implies that w 
contains the square (bi-r-1. . . bi-1)2. 
Let us then suppose x7 # 1 and xi # 1. From Eq. (6) if Ix~~Ix,-_,_.~I then, since 
x+r-l is a factor of xl,r, it follows that 4 = x++_~. Thus w contains the square 
(bi-r-1 l l l bi-,)(bi w l l bi+,)=(&-,-l l l l 1 bi-1 )’ which is a contradiction. L.et us then 
suppose 1x71 C Ix+-ll, i.e. ~--r_l = 8x:, 6 EA’. From Eq. (3) one has 
q+r+l=~;h, hEA+ 
or 
xi = x++,+lh, h E ii*. 
In the second case ~i+~+ l is a factor of x, that implies 4 = ~i+~+~ and one reaches 
again a contradiction since w will contam a square. 
Thus we have to consider only the case when x.__,_~ =Sxl,’ and ~i+-~+~ = x#; h, 
&A+. Since 
then kom condition (3) of Definition 1 of superfactor code, ir follows that. 
q = x,+r+l or 4 = &_-r_l. In both the cases one derives that w conuains a 
square. a 
Example 5. Let B={a,rb,c), A={a,b,c,d} and &B++A+ the morphism 
. “’ 
I 
Pm& X= 4(B) is a superfactor code. In fact let us. suppose that ;rc, y E X, x # y, 
aud X=X’S, sy’= y, SEA+. If 4(u) =x, 4(b) = y tlhea +fab) = xyf L2 which ,is 
abaeur& Moreover if x E I?!$& 5 y, ZGx x# yS a+ 2 therk zxy $ & (cf. Theorem 1). 
This contra&% the @oth&Hhat 4 is a 3-square-free (mono)-morphism. In 
1yact if U, b, c d3 ac such that 4(a) = X, $(b) = y, 4(c)= z then one obtains 
4(cab)=w& * h c is akmzrd. Since all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are 
veriltied one has that for alll w EL&!?), (b(w)6 &(A), i.e. # is a square-free 
morphism. Cl 
2. h endonmphism 4:A+ +A+ is weakly squam free if there exists 
a letter a E A such that ME aA+ and for all 13 3 1,4”(a) is square free. 
4SmIky6. Let4:A’-aA+beanendotnorphismofA+suchthclltb(A)=Xisa 
Su&k$4mmie m4& mm?Ove!, ., me exists a letter a CA for which 4(a) E aA’. 
One has that 4 is weakly square free if ad only if 4 is square free on the set 
i;;(a) =={w G A3 I3n 3 I such t&t w is a factor of <Qn(u)}. 
oroat, The ‘“only P pm of the proposition is trivial. I& us then prove the 
suSciency, We show that for all nB 1, 4”(a) is square free. In fact 4(a) = av, 
v E A+, and 4*(a) = uu4(u) so that, since lau$(u)l*3, it follows that 4(a) is 
S+.W free. Let us now suppose that 4’7~1) is square free and prove, inductively, 
that 4” * -&> is4qare ffw. We can write 4”(a) as 
4%) = also, . ..a. al=a, CP,EA (i=l,.$,.,h). 
If ha3 then from Theorem 2, since ~“(u)EL~ atlld ~(R~+~&+~)EL, lsis 
h - 2, by hypothesis t folio-m that 4”“(a) E &. Let us then suppose h = 2. In this 
4~ n-y n = l- One has then 4(a) = uuz and 4*(a) = 4(aoz) = a~24(~2). 
Ske (ulz is a prefk of length 2 *of a factor of length 3 of 4*(u) it follows by the 
h-i&that &lQz)=~*(5~~L~., q < 
A m=querxe of this caollary is the following proposition due to Crochemore 
(cf. !YD ~.~hi& chmcterks the weakly square-free unif~nn uxxpbismsoa an 
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proposliaion 6 (Crochemore [SD. Let A = (a, 6, c) and 4 :A” + A’ a uniform 
endomowhism such that +(a)~ aA+. Then # is weakly square fkee if and only if 4 
is square fkee on the set (abc, acb, bat, bca, cab, cba) U F,(a). 
&%uM& The necessary condition is a consquence of the fact, verified by Thue [9, 
23, that if w is a square-free word over A = (a, 6, c} of length 231 then all the 
words of A” of length 3 ~mtaining three distinct letters of A ipTe factors of w. As 
regard to sufficiency we observe that under the made hyypotheses 4(A) = X is a 
superfactor code. In fact 4 is certainly 2-square free so that the map 4 : A ---, X is 
a bijection. Moreover since 4 is uniform the condition “) of Definition 1 of 
sinperfactor code is verified. Let us suppose that x E P,&, x, y, ZEX. This implies 
that zxy$ L2 so that by the made hypot%sis one must have z = x, x = y or z = y. 
If z = y, since 4 is uniform, it follows x = y. Thus condition (3) is verified. Finally 
let x, y E X be such that x # y. One has P’ WY = 8 otherwise -rye L,; this has been 
excluded by the made hypothesis. Hence from Corollary 6, Proposition 5 
follows. a 
Nate added in proof. The problem of the square-freeness of the product of three 
words has also been considered by Chrochemore in his thesis “Regular-it&s 
Cvitables”, Universit& de Rouen, 1983. 
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